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Daniel W. Pack:

Inaugural Ashland Inc. Chair in Chemical
Engineering
The University of Kentucky College of Engineering is pleased to announce the appointment
of Daniel W. Pack as the inaugural Ashland Inc. Chair in Chemical Engineering.
Pack comes to UK after serving as Professor of Chemical and Biomolecular Engineering
at the University of Illinois
from 1999-2012. Among his
many honors, he received the
National Science Foundation
CAREER Award in 2002, 3M
Young Faculty Award and
numerous other awards for
excellence in teaching, advising
and research. Pack earned his
Ph.D. in chemical engineering
from the California Institute
of Technology in 1997 and
subsequently worked as a
National Institutes of Health
postdoctoral fellow at the
“At UK, there is unparalleled potential for building a unique center for
Massachusetts Institute of
research at the interface of engineering and pharmaceutical sciences.”
Daniel Pack
Technology.
Pack’s primary research focus is the engineering of advanced drug delivery systems with an
emphasis on human gene therapy for the prevention, control and treatment of disease. His
research group will reside in the 50,000 square foot, state-of-the-art laboratory space available
in UK’s 300,000 square foot Biological-Pharmaceutical Building and will participate in
collaborative research efforts with the College of Medicine and the College of Pharmacy.

see blue.
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Professional Development Opportunities
Check our Website: kyengcenter.org
2012 Schedule

November 2012
November 13
Prestonsburg Seminar Day - Jenny Wiley State Park
November 14 - 16
Modeling in 3D Microstation/InRoads - Kentucky Engineering Center
November 27
Paducah Seminar Day - The Carson Center
December 2012
December 5
Basic Dendrology - Bernheim Arboretum & Research Forest
December 11
Sewer/Stormwater One Day Seminar - Holiday Inn Hurstbourne
December 11 - 14
Microstation II V8i SS2 for Civil Professionals - Kentucky Engineering Center
December 18
KRS 322 MTS Code of Conduct & Expert Witness - Clarion Hotel North
December 18
Communications One Day Seminar - Clarion Hotel North

Indiana Continuing Professional Development
CPD Sessions offered by KSPE/ACEC-KY should also meet the CPD requirements for
Professional Engineers in Indiana. The Indiana law/regulations state:
“approved organization” refers to the following:
(7) A national organization of practitioners whose members practicing in Indiana are subject
to regulation by a board or agency regulating a profession or occupation under this title.
(8) A national, state, district, or local organization that operates as an affiliated entity under the
approval of an organization listed in subdivisions (1) through (7).
The Indiana Ethics and Law requirement:
ACEC-IN has available an on line course to meet these requirements. For more info and to
register, go to this link: http://acecindiana.org/education/continuing-education/

Twitter

KSPE State Officers

Follow KSPE on
Twitter

‘Like’ KSPE on

facebook
http://www.facebook.com/
KentuckySocietyOfProfessionalEngineers

http://twitter.com/
kyengineers
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From the President’s Desk
BY EDDIE MESTA, PE
KSPE PRESIDENT - 2012/2013

It’s hard to believe that it has been almost 6 months since
I was installed as KSPE President. Time really flies when
you’re having fun! I can honestly say that the first 6
months has been very enjoyable as I have traveled around
the Commonwealth to spread the word about the KSPE
Plus 3 initiative. As you may recall in my previous article
the KSPE Plus 3 initiative focuses on the following key
areas of involvement:
• Membership
• Professional Development
• Legislative
• Outreach
In late August I joined my friends from the Northern
Kentucky Chapter as they held the annual NKSPE Golf
Outing at Triple Crowne Golf Club. This annual event
raises money for the Northern Kentucky Engineers
Scholarship program that offers two scholarships
each year to upcoming high school graduates that are
interested in pursuing a degree in engineering from an
ABET-EAC accredited college. What a great Outreach
initiative that
the Northern
Kentucky
Chapter is
doing!
In September
I was the
guest lunch
speaker for
the Bluegrass
Chapter
monthly
meeting. It
was really great
to see such a
great turnout
at this meeting
as I shared the KSPE Plus 3 initiative. I’ve got other
KSPE Chapter Meeting visits scheduled for the Louisville,
Northern Kentucky, and Mammoth Cave Chapters in
the coming months. Please let me know if you would
like me to come and visit you at any of the other Chapter
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meetings to discuss the KSPE Plus 3 initiative. After all
the core of our Membership is at the Chapter level.
Later on in September I participated in the Kentucky
Engineers’ Golf Classic at the University Club of
Kentucky in Lexington. This year’s event was again
hugely successful with over $11,000 being raised for
the Kentucky Engineering Foundation, which helps
fund great Outreach and Professional Development
programs such as MathCounts and Leadership PE.
In October I had the opportunity to be the guest lunch
Speaker at the 401 / 404 Permitting Seminar in Lexington
and the Fall One Day Seminar Day in Bowling Green.
The continuing education value demonstrated from these
well attended seminars is one of the many benefits of
being a KSPE member. A big word of thanks goes out
to Chris Keil, PE and the KSPE/ACEC-KY Professional
Development Committee. This committee works
diligently to provide a variety of quality Professional
Development opportunities to professional engineers
throughout the State at a very reasonable price. I
encourage you to look at the calendar of scheduled
sessions that are available to you. It should also be noted
that the majority of the seminars offered through the
Kentucky Engineering Center
give nearly a 50% discount
in registration fees for KSPE
members. The savings from that
discounted rate for one seminar
essentially pays for a one year
KSPE State Only Membership.
Now that’s value! I’m really
looking forward to my travels in
the coming months that will take
me to the KSPE Seminar Days in
Lexington, Prestonsburg, Paducah,
and Louisville to be the lunch
speaker discussing the KSPE Plus 3
initiative. I hope to see you at one
of these locations.
You Have A Choice …
As I write this article for the Fall
Edition of the Kentucky Engineer Magazine we are a
couple of weeks away from our National, State, and Local
elections where we will vote for our next leaders. As you
are now reading this article the elections are over and our
next leaders have been determined. First and foremost
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it is my hope that you have expressed your constitutional
right and voted.

Creating Value ...

Regardless if you’re a Republican, Democrat,
or Independent you are an Engineer and it is
imperative that you establish and maintain
relationships with your elected officials so that
they understand the value of our profession to
society.
Having a strong Legislative initiative with our elected
officials will go a long way in establishing funding to
prioritize design and construction projects to benefit our
society. The bottom line is that it doesn’t matter if you’re
a blue or red state our aging infrastructure doesn’t know
the difference. Thus, proper attention needs to be given
to this and it is our job to bring it to the attention of our
elected officials.
As you can see KSPE has a lot of great things going on
but we can always build upon them establishing new
initiatives to enhance our relationships with each other
in KSPE and also in our society. I wish you a Happy
Holiday Season and here’s to a successful 2013!
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Proposed:
Baskethandle Bridge Design
US 68 over Kentucky Lake

... Delivering Solutions
Aviaon • Defense • Environmental • Facilies
Geospaal • Homeland Security • Pipelines & Ulies
Rail & Transit • Transportaon • Water
Creang value by delivering
innovave and sustainable soluons
for infrastructure and the environment.

Michael Baker Jr., Inc. • 9750 Ormsby Station Road, Suite 210
Louisville, KY 40223
502.339.3557 • www.mbakercorp.com
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My Old Kentucky Home Chapter
of Kentucky Society of Professional
Engineers hosts 5th Annual Engineering
Day with Elizabethtown Community and
Technical College and the Elizabethtown
AM Rotary Club

resonance spectroscopy, newspaper towers, aluminum
boats, pneumatic power, CADD, potato cannons
and robotics. The event has become so popular with
local high schools that Western Kentucky University’s
Chemistry Department sponsored a polymer station.
At the end of the day, ECTC’s Dr. White and the
Elizabethtown AM Rotary Club provided lunch for the
high school students and ECTC volunteers.

By Dr. Shawn Kellie, Mr. Robert Bush PE, Mr.
Henry Greenwell PE, PLS, and Dr. Jack Dilbeck
On September 27th, 2012, the My Old Kentucky
Home Chapter (MOKH) of the Kentucky
Society of Professional Engineers (KSPE) in
partnership with Elizabethtown AM Rotary
and Elizabethtown Community and Technical
College (ECTC) hosted the 5th Annual AM
Rotary Engineering Day. The annual event
brings area high school students in pre-calculus
and calculus to ECTC for a day of engineeringbased activities. This year, over 200 students
from eight area high schools participated in
activities lead by more than 30 ECTC students.

The MOKH Chapter of KSPE has been a partner
in Engineering Day since its inception. The event
has become increasingly more popular with area
high school students. The panel discussion with
working engineers provides potential engineering
students with an inside track on university selection,
engineering careers, and professional licensure. The
engineer’s panel often draws area engineers that are
not current KSPE members. This provides the chapter
an opportunity to network with those engineers
and occasionally opens the door to add to KSPE’s
membership.
The day started with an hour long panel discussion by
engineers from the MOKH
chapter of KSPE during which
students learned about the
different fields of engineering
and the daily life of an engineer.
After the panel discussion,
the students were divided
into groups of 20 and rotated
through different engineering
activities run by ECTC students
and faculty. The activities
included water rockets,
trebuchets, nuclear magnetic
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The investment of time by the MOKH Chapter has
proven to be worthwhile. The opportunity
to mentor students at such a critical time in
their lives has been invaluable. A number
of past attendees have selected engineering
as their college major and hopefully
will find lifelong careers in some field of
engineering. The participating MOKH
Chapter members are rewarded with the
knowledge that they are investing in the
future of engineering within the state and
in their own communities.
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EXECUTIVE
DIRECTOR’S
REPORT
BY GEORGE BINDER,
EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR,
KSPE / ACEC-KY / KEF

The Kentucky Society of Professional Engineers is about
to reach another milestone --- it will soon be a full year
since we assumed the data/invoicing/
membership record keeping for our
KSPE/Chapter members as well as
NSPE members in Kentucky. Lots of
“opportunities” and good experiences
have been part of the transition. Jennifer
has taken the opportunity to send a
“Membership Packet” to each new and
renewing member. Members have been able to go on line
and renew their membership and update their data, some
have even added photos, etc. We are also taking care of our
Enterprise members, those companies and organizations
who have groups of members processed all at once. We
think it is working – we’d like to hear your feedback. Has it
worked for you? What can we do to make it easier/better in
the future? Please let us know: kspe@kyengcenter.org.
KSPE LEADERSHIP CONFERENCE
The annual KSPE Leadership Conference brings together
members of the KSPE Board of Directors, Committee
Chairs, Past Presidents and other leaders. The Conference
gives your leadership an opportunity to discuss trends,
ideas, issues and plan for the coming year. This year’s
was no exception. Past President Charlie Scroggin, PE
enlightened our current Leadership about “KSPE 25 Years
Ago”. The only Conference participant who had been
involved in KSPE at that point in history was John Zoller,
PE, so it was an eye-opener for everyone else. The progress
that has been made was very encouraging and the fact
that some issues never change was also encouraging, in
a different way. The goal was to help new leaders put the
organization in perspective and that goal was accomplished.
Another major consideration of the Conference was to
evaluate KSPE in terms of “Race for Relevance”, a book that
has become a current national standard for associations/
societies. The conclusions were that KSPE measures
up pretty well – the major area that needs attention is
“technology” and things are being set in place to address
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those needs.
Thanks to
Aaron Stover,
PE, those
attending the
Conference
were also
treated to a
special tour
of the MiltonMilton-Madison Bridge Tour
Madison
Bridge project. Thanks to Justin Verst, PE, Mark
Simendinger, General Manager of the Kentucky
Speedway, spoke to the Conference. He reviewed and
demonstrated the new traffic patterns implemented at
the speedway. He also discussed in detail the Speedway
operations and the second NASCAR Sprint Cup event.
NEW STUFF AT KEC
“New stuff ” seems to be a way of life here at the Kentucky
Engineering Center. Jennifer has recently created a
both a Twitter account and a Face Book page for KSPE.
Check them out and keep up with your organization
and profession through these electronic versions of
communications.
Twitter: http://twitter.com/kyengineers
Facebook: http://www.facebook.com/
KentuckySocietyofProfessionalEngineers
Our web site is always evolving (kyengcenter.org) and
includes a never ending calendar of seminars and events.
We are continually looking for new topics and presenters
that will permit us to offer timely, meaningful seminars
of value and interest to you. Ideas and suggestions are
greatly appreciated. We are now building the seminar
schedule for the KSPE Annual Convention in April and
encourage your input.
The Kentucky Engineers’ Golf Classic is not new – it just
completed it’s 17th year! However, this year the Alumni
groups from both University of Kentucky and University
of Louisville Speed School were on hand to meet and
greet alumni and provide some great giveaways. John
Walz, the new Dean of the UK College of Engineering,
was also present to meet folks for the first time. This
Golf Classic continues to be a great event for golfers and
non-golfers alike. Not only does it raise money for your
organizations but it provides a very special community/
social/professional activity. In the near future a portion
of these funds will probably be diverted to help fund the
new “Past-Presidents Scholarship” and/or some other
KEF (Kentucky Engineering Foundation) program.
Check out the photos from this year’s Classic in this
magazine.
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The Legislative efforts are not new either --- but they are
continuing to change. The 2013 “short session” of the
KY General Assembly is shaping up to be interesting, if
nothing else. PLEASE heed the words of your President
--- build/maintain that relationship with your legislators
– NOW. The
election is over
and between now
and January is
when you need
to touch base –
make sure they
know what you
do and that you’d
like to help them as they get into the legislative session.
It also helps to tie in the KY Engineering Center/KSPE/
ACEC-KY as part of your professional interest.
PARTNERING EFFORTS
There are a number of very positive “Partnering
Activities” taking place on a regular basis. The most
visible event is the Annual Partnering Conference
with KYTC (Kentucky Transportation Cabinet). This
year was another very successful event with 688
attendees, 36 plus seminar sessions, general sessions
and immeasurable opportunities to improve working
relationships and productivity.
There are multiple sessions taking place with various
parts of the Kentucky Energy Cabinet. Regular meetings
with DNR (Department of Natural Resources) have
proven very productive and helpful for folks working
within DNR and those working with DNR. We have
also administered seminars for DNR across the state.
There are several committees working with the DEP
(Department of Environmental Protection). Perhaps
the most active involves the DOW (Division of Water).
They meet on a regular basis and are now conducting
seminars for folks within the DOW.
There are regular meetings with the Facilities
Management group within the Finance Administration
Cabinet. Continued progress is being made with these
efforts. As in all of our “Partnering Efforts”, the goals
are to improve communications, seek opportunities for
continued improvement of working relationships and
efficiency.
MATHCOUNTS
The KSPE MathCounts program for 2013 is well
underway --- schools are registering, committees are
meeting and working out plans/details, t-shirt designs
are being solicited and money is being raised. Yes,
money needs to be raised for this very special program
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now in its 30th year! Last year 39 scholarships were
added, to be awarded at the Chapter level. That brings
to 72 the total number of scholarships awarded through
the MathCounts
program to
6th, 7th, and
8th graders in
Kentucky! It’s
an exciting
opportunity to
be part of this
MATHCOUNTS Scholarship Winners from
program – don’t
2012
miss out. You can
volunteer at the Chapter or State level PLUS you can make
a monetary contribution. Contribution can be made
out to MathCounts and sent to 160 Democrat Drive,
Frankfort, KY 40601 --- or --- you can contribute on line,
just go to our web site (kyengcenter.org) and look in the
right side of the page. Your help is NEEDED!

SPECIAL MATHCOUNTS STORY

Ever wonder how far reaching the results of
Kentucky MATHCOUNTS goes? Occasionally I
have and maybe some of you have as well. Recently
I was speaking with a former chair of Kentucky
MATHCOUNTS and learned that he had been
able to keep up with the Mathletes that he traveled
to Nationals with in 2008. Darin Hensley traveled
to Denver, CO for the national competition with
Evan Miller, Sadik Shahidain, Yuki Inoue and
Megan Hooven. You may recall that each received
scholarships from the University of Kentucky and
the University of Louisville as part of Kentucky
MATHCOUNTS award program. All of these
Mathlete’s excelled at the national competition,
including Evan who was able to finish as a national
semi-finalist (top 4). Now that your memory
has been refreshed; where are they now? Evan
and Sadik are freshman at Princeton University,
Yuki has begun at Stanford University and Megan
has become Irish, as in the University of Notre
Dame. Kentucky MATHCOUNTS can be proud
that we not only help prepare our Mathlete’s to be
future leaders of Kentucky, but we prepare them
to be future leaders of the world. If you have ever
donated your time or finances to support Kentucky
MATHCOUNTS, then we sincerely THANK
YOU, because you have helped make an impact
much farther reaching than you ever anticipated.
Congratulations to these former Mathletes, we look
forward to learning what heights you reach next.
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PLTW is alive, well and growing in Kentucky!
Project Lead The Way, the premier program to prepare
students for the college experience in Engineering, the
immediate work force or other professions, is making great
strides in Kentucky. Kentucky has become the model for
the country as PLTW is now in 50 states, 4,700 schools and
has trained over 13,000 teachers. In Kentucky there are
131 programs: 56 - Pathway to Engineering (including 2
KCTCS sites); 25 – Biomedical Sciences; 50 – Gateway to
Technology. Fully Certified schools number 21, including 2
BMS. If you would like to see a list of schools/programs in
Kentucky go to PLTWKY.ORG.
I had the privilege of attending the PLTW KY STEM
Conference in Lexington recently. Great opportunity!
Speakers included: Vince Bertram, CEO, PLTW, Inc. --he has visited Kentucky 10 times since becoming PLTW’s
CEO and uses Kentucky as model for several PLTW efforts;
Lee Todd, viewed as the person who initiated the current
STEM & PLTW movements in Kentucky; Greg Higdon,
CEO of KAM (KY Association of Manufactures) --- KAM
has endorsed PLTW as the program to provide a prepared
workforce for the manufacturing industry in Kentucky;
Dale Winkler, Associate Commissioner for the new Office
of Career and Technical Education in the Department of
Education (see more info below).
Dianne Leveridge, Director of PLTW for UK, organized
an excellent Conference which included an afternoon
of practical, how-to breakout sessions as well as
demonstrations by students from several PLTW schools.
Dianne also shared her “top 10 list” of Kentucky locations
where “Integration” is occurring with the PLTW programs
(in no particular order):
Top 10 Kentucky Locations where Integration Occurs:
• Trigg County High School, where secondary students are
pursuing patents with local engineers.
• The new Engineering Academy which just opened in
Glasgow last week.
• Lawrence County High School, Louisa, KY.
• The new McCracken County High School, scheduled to
open on fall 2013, for over 700 students enrolled in their
program.
• Marion County Area Tech Center in partnership with
Marion County Public Schools, where the students have
designed 5 buildings for the city of Lebanon, KY.
• The new Franklin County Career & Technical Center,
currently under construction and scheduled more open in
Fall 2013 --- Note: Franklin County is the first STEM k12
district in Kentucky
• Clay County High School, where the Career & Technical
Education Director has the resources to fund only 4
programs, so she determines what works and she funds it.
• Apollo High School, in partnership with Hancock County
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High School and Owensboro Community & Technical
College, delivering PLTW in partnership.
• Jeffersontown High School, in Louisville, where
manufacturing students are engaged in an apprenticeship
program.
• The Villages within Elkhorn Crossing School, in
Georgetown, where the academics are fully integrated
with PLTW to a deep level such that the academic
teachers can articulate the PLTW concepts.
OTHER IMPACTS ON PLTW IN KENTUCKY
TOYOTA --- If you are applying for admittance to
Toyota’s Advanced Manufacturing Technician Program,
“Participation in PLTW” has been an integral part of the
selection process – at the conference it was discussed
that participation in PLTW is about to become a
“requirement” for acceptance into the Toyota’s AMTP!
GOOD MOVE FOR PLTW/KY STUDENTS --- Gov.
Steve Beshear recently signed an executive order that
would move two career and technical education systems
— one run by local school districts and a second that
includes 53 state-run technical centers — under the same
umbrella to create a unified system at the middle and high
school level.
Currently, local high schools can operate career and
technical programs using local and state funds. Those
programs report to the Kentucky Department of
Education. The state also has 53 technical centers for 123
school districts that are paid for with state funds. That
career and technical program reports to the Department
for Workforce Investment.
The executive order moves both systems to the Kentucky
Department of Education.
***

Walter Daniel Wagoner
Dec 13, 2011
7 lbs, 14.3 oz
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The Board Report
By: B. David Cox, Executive Director

Top Five Most Common Surveying Standards of
Practice Deficiencies
1. Failure to provide the location of observation of the
magnetic meridian when the magnetic meridian is used as
the basis for bearings on a survey.
This item was one of the 2010 revisions. Previously the
plat needed only to state that the magnetic meridian is
the basis for bearings. Because local magnetic attraction
can affect the compass needle greatly, it is very helpful
to future surveyors to know exactly where a magnetic
observation was made.
2. Failure to include the record source of each road which
abuts the property being surveyed.
While a road right-of-way is different in some ways from
other types of adjoining properties, it is an adjoining
property nevertheless. The standards require that all
adjoining properties be researched to determine the
record source. In many cases, a diligent search will turn
up a deed for the road right-of-way which adjoins the
property you are surveying.
If after searching the public record, you are unable to find
a record source, then a note on the plat to that effect will
suffice. It is also advisable to note what information you
relied upon to establish the right-of-way in the absence of
a deed.
3. No statement of the actual unadjusted error of closure.

Some surveyors are under the impression that they need
only state that the precision of their survey meets or
exceeds the applicable requirement for that particular class
of survey. For example a note on the plat might read “the
unadjusted precision ratio of the survey loop exceeds 1
part in 10,000”. This is not adequate. The actual precision
ratio that was achieved on the survey in question should
be stated on the plat.
4. No statement identifying the class of the survey as
“rural” or “urban”.
The terminology was changed as part of the 2010
revisions. Some surveyors are still using the old
terminology “Class A” and “Class B”.
5. No statement in the Title Block that the plat of survey
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represents a boundary survey and complies with 201 KAR
18:150.
This item was one of the 2010 revisions and is a new
requirement. It is intended to differentiate plats of survey
from other types of drawings that a licensed land surveyor
might prepare. If the survey depicted on the plat is a
“boundary survey” as defined in the Standards, then the
title block must contain a statement that the plat of survey
“represents a boundary survey and complies with 201
KAR 18:150”.
If the plat or drawing represents anything other than
a boundary survey, then Section 13 of the Standards
apply. Among other things, Section 13 states that the title
block must contain a statement that the work “does not
represent a boundary survey and is not intended for land
transfer”.
Exam Fee Reimbursements
Active members of the Armed Forces of the United States
whose military official home of record was Kentucky on
the date the exam was taken or veterans whose residence
for income tax purposes was Kentucky on the date
the exam was taken, will be reimbursed for successful
completion of any exam. Please submit a written request
for the reimbursement and include proof of service as
described above, within one year of the date the exam was
taken.
Students currently enrolled in a Kentucky university
will be reimbursed for successfully completing the
Fundamentals of Engineering exam or the Fundamental
of Surveying exam. Please submit a written request for the
reimbursement and include a transcript within one year of
the date the exam was taken.
Calendar of Events
January 11
Board Meeting		
April 3-6
NCEES Southern Zone
April 12		
PE, PS Exams		
April 13		
FE, FS Exams		
April 19		
Board Meeting		
July 19		
Board Meeting		
August 16
Board Meeting		
August 22-25 NCEES Annual Meeting
October 11
Board Meeting		
October 25
PE, PS Exams		
October 26
FE, FS Exams		

Frankfort KY
Biloxi MS
Louisville KY
Louisville KY
Frankfort KY
Frankfort KY
Frankfort KY
San Antonio TX
Frankfort KY
Louisville KY
Louisville KY
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ENFORCEMENT ACTIONS SUMMARY
For The Period
July 20, 2012 – October 5, 2012
SAMUEL A. WOOD
In May 2011, the Board of Licensure received information
that Samuel A. Wood, of South Charleston, West Virginia,
had engaged in the unlicensed practice of engineering
in violation of KRS 322.020. An investigation confirmed
that Mr. Wood had performed a structural inspection
of a home in Russell, Kentucky. Mr. Wood prepared a
report in which he rendered an opinion about structural
deficiencies identified pursuant to the inspection and
detailed corrective action necessary to remedy those
deficiencies. Mr. Wood is licensed as a professional
engineer in West Virginia, but he is not licensed as a
professional engineer in Kentucky. The matter was
resolved through an Agreed Injunction wherein Mr.
Wood is enjoined from further practice of professional
engineering unless and until he becomes licensed by the
Board. No penalty was assessed for the current violations;
however the Agreed Injunction calls for a fine of $1000
and seven (7) days in jail for any future violation. The
Agreed Injunction was entered in the Franklin Circuit
Court on August 10, 2012.
PAUL RAMEY
In May 2012, the Board of Licensure received information
that Paul Ramey, of Eddyville, had engaged in the
unlicensed practice of land surveying in violation of KRS
322.020. An investigation confirmed that Mr. Ramey had
distributed a letter in which he offered to perform various
services. The services described in the letter meet the
definition of “Land Surveying” as set forth in KRS 322.010
Section 10. Mr. Ramey is not licensed as a professional
land surveyor in Kentucky. The matter was resolved
through an Agreed Injunction wherein Mr. Ramey is
enjoined from further practice or offering to practice
unless and until he becomes licensed by the Board. No
penalty was assessed for the current violations; however
the Agreed Injunction calls for a fine of $1000 and seven
(7) days in jail for any future violation. The Agreed
Injunction was entered in the Franklin Circuit Court on
September 12, 2012.
***

Kentucky State MATHCOUNTS Needs
YOUR Help!
Don’t Forget To Donate To Kentucky State
MATHCOUNTS online at
http://kyengcenter.org!
FALL 2012

Systems that last.
Value that endures.
Darren Schmidt
Technical Marketing Engineer
502.639.4025 (cell)
dschmidt@shermandixie.com

(800) 737-0707
www.shermandixie.com

Precast Civil-Engineered
Solutions, Sanitary and
StormWaterTreatment,
Detention,
Drainage Systems

Plant Locations:
Tennessee
Alabama
Kentucky
Ohio
Indiana
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2012 Class of

Lora N. Boller, PE

Tiffany G. Coleman, PE

Neal R. Crawford, PE

David C. Dickey, PE

Structural Engineer
DLZ Kentucky, Inc.
201 Brighton Park Blvd
Frankfort, KY 40601
Phone: (502) 695-2300
Fax: (502) 695-1497
Email: lboller@dlz.com
Proﬁle: Responsible for
design and design assistance
for structures, roadway,
stormwater, and water /
wastewater projects as well
as assistance in program
management. Member of KSPE
and ACEC-KY.

Senior Project Engineer
Stantec Consulting Services
1409 North Forbes Road
Lexington, KY 40511
Phone: (859) 422-3024
Fax: (859) 422-3100
Email: tiffany.coleman@
stantec.com
Proﬁle: Acts as technical lead
in water resources projects,
monitoring project progress
and budget, and developing
construction drawings.
Member of KSPE, ASCE and
ACEC-KY.

Project Engineer
Heritage Engineering LLC
642 South 4th St, Suite 100
Louisville, KY 40202
Phone: (502) 562-1412
Fax: (502) 562-1413
Email: ncrawford@heritageeng.
com
Proﬁle: Responsible for
site design for municipal,
commercial & residential
projects; hydraulic modeling
& analysis; construction
inspection & administration.
Member of KSPE.

Structural Engineer/Project
Manager
Mason and Hanger
300 W Vine St, Suite 1300
Lexington, KY 40507
Phone: (859) 252-9980
Fax: (859) 253-0781
Email: david.dickey@
masonandhanger.com
Proﬁle: Structural design,
blast design, and project
management for military
projects. Member of SAME,
KSPE, and ASCE.

Jesse L. Frost, PE

Shelby L. Fryman, PE

Kyle R. Guthrie, PE

Erich J. Hoehler, PE

Senior Transportation Engineer
Stantec Consulting Services
400 E Vine Street, Suite 300
Lexington, KY 40507
Phone: (859) 223-2100
Fax: (859) 254-9664
Email: jesse.frost@stantec.com
Proﬁle: Responsible for a
wide variety of transportation
projects including rural and
urban roadway design, roadway
corridor and alignment studies,
design build projects, etc.
Member of KSPE, ASHE, and
ACEC-KY.

Senior Project Manager
Messer Construction Co
854 West Main Street
Lexington, KY 40508
Phone: (859) 231-8199
Fax: (859) 259-0391
Email: sfryman@messer.com
Proﬁle: Manage complex
commercial construction
projects, estimating and
buying out projects, managing
and coordinating the day to
day responsibilities needed
to complete construction
projects. Member of KSPE.

Project Engineer
HDR, Inc.
401 W. Main St, Suite 500
Louisville, KY 40202
Phone: (502) 584-4118
Fax: (502) 589-3009
Email: kyle.guthrie@hdrinc.
com
Proﬁle: Responsible for
managing projects through
design and construction
phases; deals with both
utility clientele and general
contractors. Technical emphasis
on water and wastewater
transmission. Member of KSPE
and ACEC-KY.

Project Engineer
USACE
600 Martin Luther King Blvd
Louisville, KY 40202
Phone: (502) 315-6293
Fax: (502) 315-6273
Email: erich.j.hoehler@usace.
army.mil
Proﬁle: Design manager on
various military projects and
assists in the managing the
design criteria for the Army
Reserve Program. Member of
KGEG and SAME-KP.
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M. Brian James, PE SE

Michael G. Leathers, PE

Joel T. Morrill, PE

Christian W. Miller, EIT

Project Manager
Michael Baker Jr.
9750 Ormsby Station Rd,
Suite 210
Louisville, KY 40223
Phone: (502) 339-5868
Fax: (502) 339-4486
Email: mbjames@mbakercorp.
com
Proﬁle: Responsible for project
management and design of
highway bridges. Member of
SAME-KP.

Project Manager
HMB Professional Engineers Inc
3 HMB Circle
Frankfort, KY 40601
Phone: (502) 695-9800
Fax: (502) 695-9810
Email: mleathers@hmbpe.com
Proﬁle: Responsibilities include
the design and plan preparation
of highway projects in Kentucky.
Member of ACEC-KY.

Project Manager for
Transportation/Aviation Projects
The Corradino Group
200 S 5th St, Suite 300N
Louisville, KY 40202
Phone: (502) 587-7221
Fax: (502) 587-2636
Email: jmorrill@corradino.com
Proﬁle: Responsible for
overseeing the planning,
engineering, design and
construction of transportation
and infrastructure projects for
our private and public clients.
Member of KSPE, APWA and
KAA.

Project Administrator
Louisville Metropolitan Sewer
District
700 West Liberty Street
Louisville, KY 40203
Phone: (502) 540-6626
Fax: (502) 540-6561
Email: christian.miller@
louisvillemsd.org
Proﬁle: Plan, review and
manage proposed public
sanitary and stormwater
improvements through MSD
service area. Respond to and
resolve customer requests
related to existing sanitary
and stormwater facilities.
Member of KSPE and ASCE.

M. Corey Napier, PE

Andrea J. Rogers, PE

Design Engineer
Vaughn & Melton Consulting
Engineers Inc
Phone: (606) 248-6600
Fax: (606) 248-0372
Email: mcnapier@
vaughnmelton.com
Proﬁle: Works mainly with
water, sewer, stormwater, and
site development projects,
depending on type of project
may manage project from start
to ﬁnish. Member of KSPE,
ACEC-KY KOWWA, and
AWWA.

Project Administrator
Louisville Metropolitan Sewer
District
700 West Liberty Street
Louisville, KY 40203
Phone: (502) 540-6427
Fax: (502) 540-6109
Email: andrea.rogers
@louisvillemsd.org
Proﬁle: Responsibilities include
improving existing sewers by
reducing additional unwanted
ﬂows; involved in sewer planning, facility plan development,
rehabilitation recommendations,
bidding projects, etc. Member of
KSPE.
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Lindsay A. Walker, PE
PTOE AICP
Senior Transportation Engineer
Parson Brinckerhoff
1792 Alysheba Way
Lexington, KY 40509
Phone: (859) 245-3873
Fax: (859) 272-6556
Email: walkerli@pbworld.com
Proﬁle: Responsibilities include
corridor transportation planning,
trafﬁc signal optimization studies,
trafﬁc forecasting, safety analysis,
as well as plans projects that
involve intermodal facilities
evaluation, etc. Member of ITE,
ACEC-KY and SAME-KP.
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Professional Directory Advertising
www.bowser-morner.com








Subsurface Exploration
Geotechnical
Engineering
Field & Laboratory
Testing
Construction Monitoring
Consulting Geology
Waste Management

Phone: (859) 233-0250



Earthen Dam Design
Surface Hydrology and
Storm water Drainage
 Coal Refuse Disposal
 Groundwater
Hydrogeology
 Retaining Wall &
Embankment Design


2416-B Over Drive, Lexington KY 40511

Don’t forget to check out the
Professional Development
Opportunities provided by
KEC!
http://kyengcenter.org/

‘Like’ KSPE on

facebook
http://www.facebook.com/
KentuckySocietyOfProfessionalEngineers

Make a donation to the
Kentucky State
MATHCOUNTS program!
http://bit.ly/UNnumC

ARCHITECTURE
ENGINEERING
INTERIORS
PLANNING

gspnet.com
Louisville l 502.627.8900

Twitter

gspnet.com

Follow
KSPE on
Twitter

http://twitter.com/kyengineers
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Twitter

Professional Directory Advertising

Follow
KSPE on
Twitter

http://twitter.com/kyengineers



Global ExpErtisE.

LocaL Strength.

‘Like’ KSPE on

facebook
http://www.facebook.com/
KentuckySocietyOfProfessionalEngineers
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Make a donation to the
Kentucky State
MATHCOUNTS program!
http://bit.ly/UNnumC

AD-CA-SBR-2011OCT26-P1V1

providinG
infrastructurE
solutions in:

civil | Geotechnical
transportation | aviation
Environmental
Water resources
Gis applications
in Kentucky, please call:
lexington (859) 422-3000
louisville (502) 212-5000
onE tEam. infinitE solutions.
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Is Your Elevation Surface
in FOCUS?
by Mark E Meade, PE, PLS, CP

Success today in the high technology areas of
engineering, mapping, and remote sensing requires a
unique blend of innovation, creativity, and flexibility
with an eye toward building additional value for their
clients. Firms that don’t embrace these concepts will
continue to struggle, particularly in such a challenging
economy. Complicating matters for us at Photo Science,
it seems that no two projects are alike these days. With
that in mind we have made a concerted effort to move
from a position of a “data provider” to a “solutionsoriented” firm. We have increased our investment
in R&D, expending considerable effort looking for
new and better ways to solve old problems. We work
closely with our clients to understand the unique needs
of every project. Placing a significant emphasis on
automating methods of Quality Control (QC) has helped
us achieve a first time right delivery, resulting in less
rework, lowered production times, and provided unique
marketing advantages for us compared to our peers.
One very good example is our recent release of FOCUS,
which is an acronym for Final Observed and Calculated
User Statistics. It serves as an innovative and intuitive
QC and data
exploitation
tool. This
extensive
collection
of software
tools provides
considerable
insight into
our Light
Detection
and Ranging
(LiDAR)
deliveries
and further
serves as a
type of selfcertification
of the data.
Figure 1 – This FOCUS graphic provides the
shaded relief map of the bare earth surface.
The tools are
also invaluable Missing, corrupt, or incomplete tiles and major
elevation anomalies would be evident in this.
to our team
of LiDAR experts during the office post processing of
these data. The graphics and statistical information
from FOCUS are now provided to our clients at the
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completion of all LiDAR projects.
Complex Data
LiDAR provides the means for developing very accurate and
detailed elevation models. I can’t think of any large regional
or statewide project over the last five years that has used
any other technology to develop topographic information.
But the data associated with LiDAR projects are inherently
complex. These data are developed from a sensor flown in
a small aircraft at altitudes commonly ranging from 4,000
to 6,000 feet above ground; in conditions that are often
considerably turbulent; rely on kinematic GPS to accurately
position and inertial navigation systems to determine the
rotation of
the sensors at
one tenth of
one second
increments
in time;
measure
distance with
a powerful
laser; and use
an oscillating
mirror to
direct the
laser back
and forth
across the
ground
under the
path of
the aerial
platform to
Figure 2 -- The point density of the bare earth surface
create a swath provides significant information. The blue tiles
of data. If you represent the lowest densities in this graphic. For this
were counting project these tiles are affected by downtown buildings
in the central area, and by the I-75 Bridge over the
along with
Kentucky River in the other. Neither buildings nor
me you will
bridges decks fall in the bare earth surface by definiunderstand
tion.
there are eight
variables that
must be solved for each outgoing pulse of light from the
laser to accurately position the laser pulse on the ground.
We then further complicate this scenario by measuring
up to four return pulses for each outgoing laser pulse
(primarily to penetrate vegetation) and repeat this process
up to one million times per second of flight.
But these data are also complex because of the significant
number of points in a typical acquisition. For example,
we recently completed LiDAR for Fayette County for the
KentuckyDivision of Water. The project required four
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days to complete the acquisition for the 294 square
mile project area. In that time we acquired more than
1.5 billion LiDAR elevation points. Some 800 million
of these were ultimately classified as bare earth points
during the office processing – accurately describing
the natural ground surface. Of the remaining points,
167 million were unclassified, meaning they were in
vegetation, on building rooftops, on moving or parked
vehicles, or simply “noise” within the data; 603 million
were classified as overlap points common to two parallel
flight lines; and more than 2 million fell within water
bodies.
Ensuring quality in the project deliverables is a daunting
task. We have often asked ourselves, how can we best
check more than 1.5 billion points that make up a typical
county’s elevation model? Automated routines are
used during office processing to aid in the classification
of the LiDAR surface, effectively moving points from
“unclassified” to appropriate classes of bare earth,
vegetation, water, overlap, or other classes. But significant
manual edit beyond those automated routines must be
employed to develop the high-quality data that our clients
demand. This manual effort is very labor intensive and as
such, open to potential mistakes by even the most veteran
staff. The tools within FOCUS provide these staff with
an efficient way to validate the data. FOCUS provides
concise information regarding anomalies in point density
on a point-by-point basis; high and low elevation points;
critically analyzes the calibration of the elevation surface;
evaluates both the relative and absolute accuracy of the
data; examines the placement of breaklines and their
elevations relative to the surrounding ground; conducts a
blunder and change detection analysis by comparing the
new elevation surface to historical data and rendering the
differences; creates histograms of return intensities, which
provides insight into the operation of the sensor; analyzes
the consistency of the actual flight missions; and provides
validation of the consistency in versioning, projection,
units, datums, and Geoid models among the hundreds or
thousands of tiles in a single delivery.

tile-level review of their data. Future releases of FOCUS
will include new data exploitation features. Questions such
as:
        • Identify all locations where the LiDAR surface falls   
below zero (for a coastal project), or
        • Illustrate areas where the number of second, third,
and fourth returns (from a single outgoing laser
pulse) is high, as this would typically indicate the
presence of significant tall vegetation,
could immediately generate highly-informative graphics.
Conclusion
The proprietary reports from FOCUS are now provided
with all LiDAR deliverables to our clients at no additional
cost. They serve as an important value-added to these
deliveries and help differentiate us from our peers. They
have also helped us ensure quality in our elevation surfaces
and significantly reduced rework. The combination of these
two factors is providing returns much greater than our
investment in FOCUS.
***
Mark Meade is a Senior Vice President with Photo Science
and also serves as the firm’s Chief Technology Officer.
***

Once the data are written on the actual delivery media by
our technicians, FOCUS then provides additional testing
on that media to ensure there are no corrupt, missing,
or incomplete tiles and ensures the deliverables are the
correct and latest version. This information, along with
all tests mentioned above, is then added to a delivery
report comprised of intuitive graphics and statistical
summaries. The reports are then provided in both a PDF
and HTML format. The HTML report can be opened in
any browser, allowing clients to move from a project- to
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2012 Kentucky En
The Seventeenth Annual Kentucky Engineers’ Golf
Classic was held on September 19th, 2012 at the
University Club of Kentucky in Lexington. It was a
beautiful day for golf!
This year, there were a total of 168 golfers in attendance
and over $11,000 were raised to help support your
society.
Festivities began with registration at the pavillion where
golfers got signed in, figured out which course they
would be on and got their Kentucky Engineers’ Golf
Classic golf shirts. Some went on to the driving range,
looking for a little last minute practice before teeing off.
The shotgun start for the golf classic hit at noon. The day
had begun! It was sunny, not too hot, but not too cold - it

First Place Team (pictured here): Steve Mossholder,
Dan Mattingly, John Flynn, and James Gonda

Eighth Place Team (pictured here): Patrick Osborne,
Aaron Stover, Gary Valentine and Paul Boone
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was wonderful weather.
Everyone seemed to enjoy the day - some had better
golfing days than others, like our first place team,
pictured below.
We hope to see everyone who joined us this year again
next year for a wonderful day of golf, and we hope to see
plenty of new faces next year as well. Make sure to make
it out next year - we look forward to seeing you. We want
to thank all of those who came out this year and all those
who provided sponsorships to make this event possible!
Thank you!

Sixteenth Place Team (pictured here): Chris Lowe, Jeff
Lynn, Stephen Scott and Mike Mayer

24th Place Team (pictured here): Justin Carter, Glenn
Norvell, Mike Carter, and Tom Hurtz
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ngineers’ Golf Classic

We want to again thank all of our wonderful sponsors!
Without your support, this event would not be possible.
BB&T - Jim Dingus, Insurance Services
Lynn Imaging
Thelen Associates
Administrative Services Group
American Engineers Inc
Bernardin, Lochmueller & Associates
EA Partners
Flynn Brothers Contracting
Gresham, Smith & Partners
GRW Engineers
Hall Contracting of Kentucky
HDR Engineering, Inc
Heritage Engineering
H.W. Lochner
FALL 2012

Jacobi, Toombs & Lanz
Kentucky Highway Industries
Michael Baker, Jr.
Palmer Engineering Co
Parsons Brinckerhoff
Stantec Consulting Services
Sellersburg Stone
Sherman Dixie
Staggs & Fisher
Strand Associates
UK College of Engineering
WMB Inc
Zoeller Pump Company
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A SUSTAINABLE, COMMUNITY
-BASED APPROACH TO CSO
CONTROL

By Cathy Wunderlich, P.E. , Strand Associates, Inc.®
Combined sewer systems convey both stormwater and
sanitary flows and are prevalent throughout hundreds
of communities, serving nearly 40 million people across
the nation. During dry weather, combined sewers
transport wastewater to a treatment plant. However,
during
rain
events,
large
amounts
or
runoff
A Concept Plan for Lick Run Urban Channel Corridor Near
entering
Cincinnati, OH
(Image Source: Human Nature Inc.)
the sewers
can cause the capacity of the system to be exceeded.
When this happens, combined sewers have been
designed to discharge the excess flows directly to local
waterbodies. This is called a Combined Sewer Overflow
(CSO). Today communities are being required by
federal EPA regulations to reduce the frequency and
volume of CSO discharges with the goal of improving
the quality of our nation’s waters. It is estimated that
over $50 billion will be spent nationwide to achieve
compliance with CSO regulations.
While the federal regulations provide flexibility for
permittees
to develop
site-specific
approaches
to CSO
compliance,
and
affordability
is certainly
a factor in
shaping the
Lick Run Urban Channel Corridor from Birds
plan and
Eye View (Image Source: Human Nature, Inc.)
schedule,
CSO control
programs generally represent a significant capital
investment for affected communities. Today, more
than ever, it is incumbent upon the stewards of these
public expenditures to not just consider the regulatory
compliance aspects of the program, but also the overall
impact that this investment will have on the community.
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In response to this issue, Strand Associates, Inc.® and
Human Nature, Inc. ® have developed an innovative
approach to CSO control with the twofold objective of cost
effective regulatory compliance in concert with community
enhancement. Consideration is given to the unique attributes
and opportunities specific to each community and even
to each watershed within a community. This approach
considers a broad range of information far beyond the basic
data evaluated for traditional sewer projects. Specifically,
the community-based approach identifies and analyzes

Lick Run Urban Channel Daylighting Feature
(Image Source: Human Nature, Inc.)

the important relationships among the environment,
infrastructure, the economy, natural systems, communities
and neighborhoods. This holistic approach considers a
wide range of possible solutions, utilizing both gray and
green techniques. The objective is to identify cost effective
solutions for CSO compliance that seamlessly integrate into a
larger vision for the community as a whole.
A key aspect, that has made this process so successful, is
the comprehensive nature of the evaluation effort. The data
compilation phase includes traditional information such
as existing infrastructure, soil characteristics and natural
drainage, but also considers many items often overlooked,
such as demographics, historical mapping, economic trends,
community visions, social variables, etc. By considering this
type of community specific information, the process creates
a stronger foundation on which to build CSO compliant
solutions.
There are many benefits of using the community-based
approach for CSO control versus more traditional
approaches, including:
• Resulting solutions are tailored to each specific community,
and promote public and private partnerships.
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• The process also helps garner political and public
support for CSO control projects by engaging
stakeholders early, and incorporating community visions
into the planned solutions.
• The solutions emphasize the use
of natural systems and sustainable
infrastructure with clear environmental
considerations.
• Proposed alternatives can be more cost
effective than a traditional solution.
• The process delivers tangible, visible
assets for the community.

urban revitalization.

The benefits of this sustainable solution extend far beyond
just CSO control. Modeling indicates the proposed
alternative solution
for the Lick Run
watershed will keep
approximately 1.1
billion gallons of
clean stormwater
from being conveyed
and treated at the
wastewater treatment
Strand Associates, Inc.® and Human
plant each year.
Nature, Inc. ® continue to successfully
The alternative
implement this unique evaluation process
design will also
for various communities throughout the
reduce the overflow
Midwest. One of the more high profile
volume of CSO #5
examples of this process is the Lick Run
by approximately
Lick Run Urban Channel Narrow Zone
(Image Source: Human Nature, Inc)
Watershed in Cincinnati, OH.
726 million gallons
annually, as well as
Lick Run is a 2,700 acre watershed located within the
significant annual energy savings and reduction of CO2
Lower Mill Creek Watershed, on the west side of Greater
emissions at the Mill Creek WWTP. Water quality benefits
Cincinnati in the economically challenged neighborhood
for Mill Creek will also be realized as the proposed green
of South Fairmount. The Lick Run Watershed is the
stormwater features cleanse the urban stormwater runoff
location of the Metropolitan Sewer District of Greater
before it is discharged to the creek. In addition, many of
Cincinnati’s (MSDGC’s) largest combined sewer overflow
the benefits of the sustainable solution cannot easily be
(CSO #5). This CSO discharges approximately 1.5
quantified, such as the anticipated social and economic
billion gallons of combined sewage annually to the Mill
revitalization that a new urban waterway will provide to the
Creek (a direct tributary to the Ohio River), accounting
economically challenged community of South Fairmount.
for approximately 12 percent of MSDGC’s total annual
This project also opens the door to other community benefits
CSO volume. The original solution proposed for this
such as area partnerships that could provide improvements
and other CSOs in the Lower Mill Creek Watershed
to transportation, housing, and other community features.
was a $244-million deep tunnel to store and convey wet
weather flows to the Mill Creek wastewater treatment
plant.
Using this community-based approach to CSO
planning, a more sustainable alternative was developed
for the Lick Run Watershed. This alternative proposes
the establishment of an urban waterway in the location
of the historic Lick Run stream which, in addition
to conveying separated stormwater runoff, will also
serve as a catalyst for community redevelopment.
This alternative solution proposes enhancement of
natural drainage systems, strategic sewer separation
and implementation of green stormwater features
throughout the watershed to provide both water quality
and volume reduction benefits. The creation of this
watercourse will allow clean stormwater flows to be
conveyed to Mill Creek rather than being stored in a
deep tunnel and treated at the wastewater treatment
plant. This alternative addresses the CSO issue while
creating a community vision focused on significant
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Urban Channel Central Civic Space

(Image Source: Human Nature, Inc)

Although the details of this Lick Run sustainable solution are
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still being evaluated
and modified, the
sustainable concepts
developed by this
community-based
approach are currently
the foundation of
MSDGC’s vision
for the Lick Run
CSO solution. The
estimated costs for the
sustainable alternative
are significantly less
expense than the
estimated costs for the
tunnel solution and
the auxiliary benefits
of the sustainable
solution far exceed the
Urban Channel Water Quality Feature
basic CSO benefits the
tunnel would provide.
As a result, MSDGC’s Lick Run project has been receiving
a great deal of positive attention and feedback, both in the
Midwest and across that nation.
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The Lick Run project
is just one example of
how this communitybased approach to
CSO control can
provide multiple
benefits beyond just
the reduction of
sewer overflows. By
considering a broader
range of community
issues and looking
for multi-faceted
solutions, combined
sewer overflow projects
can become a catalyst
for community
transformation.
Image Source: Human Nature, Inc

For more information, please contact: Cathy Wunderlich,
P.E., Strand Associates, Inc. ®
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APPLE
Load Testing

by the Foundation Testing Experts

GRL tests the
capacity of
any type of
deep foundation,
up to 4,000 tons,
according to
ASTM D4945.

Quick response...
Serving
from...
ResultsKentucky
you can trust!
Ohio .......... 216.831.6131
Other offices nationwide
GRLengineers.com/dlt
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GRL-OH@GRLengineers.com
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CHANGE SERVICE REQUESTED

Join Us!
For the 2013 KSPE Annual
Convention

April 10-12, 2013
at the Galt House Hotel
in Louisville!

Connect with us online!

f

t

Like us on Facebook!
http://www.facebook.com/
KentuckySocietyof
ProfessionalEngineers

Follow us on Twitter!
http://twitter.com/kyengineers/

Check out our website:

http://kyengcenter.org!!

